REVIEWS AND COMMENT

Revolutionary Literature of 1934

IT HAS been a good year, an exceptionally good year, a year to put the Mencken's, Haalitts and Sokkos on the defensive. Before 1934 it required some understanding of literary and social processes to recognize the promise of revolutionary literature, but now even a daily book reviewer has to blindfold his eyes to ignore its achievements and its potentialities.

The drama has made the most startling advance. The amorphous rebelliousness of the New Playwrights has yielded to the strong, clear-cut, revolutionary intelligence and discipline of the Theatre Union, depending for its support not on the whims of dilettantes but on the eager enthusiasm of workers and their organizations. Founded in 1933, the Theatre Union not merely achieved popular backing in 1934, but demonstrated maturity in authorship, directing, and acting. The eloquent but confused Peace on Earth was followed by Steedore, rich in its conception of character, firmly integrated in construction and method, and revolutionary in its understanding of social forces. Melodrama the bourgeois critics called it, unable to deny the effectiveness of Peters' and Sklar's writing and Blankfort's directing, but they could point to no distortion of character or event for the sake of sensation. The term was their unconscious tribute to an alive and exciting play.

Aside from the Theatre Union plays, we have John Wexley's They Shall Not Die, a kind of experiment in dramatic journalism, most effective when it follows most closely the actual events of the Scottsboro case, least effective in its invented scenes. It might have been a better play if it had been written for the Theatre Union rather than the Theatre Guild. A dramatist cannot rise very far above the intellectual level of his audience, and the Guild audience is, in matters such as the Scottsboro case, singularly ignorant. Yet Wexley made it a moving play, and the enlightened spectators knew that he understood the true issues.

Nineteen thirty-four has also brought the publication of books of plays by John Dos Passos and John Howard Lawson. Neither author has wholly escaped from the mannerisms of the New Playwrights era, but the former's Fortune Heights and the latter's Gentlemman show not only talent but growing clarity. Melvin Levy's Gold Eagle Guy, which I have not seen, has divided critical opinion. Samuel Ornitz's In New Kentucky, soon to be produced, is, if one can judge from the first act published in The New Masses last spring, a powerful and authentic portrayal of working-class life. Finally, we must note the activity of the workers' theatres and the progress of dramatic criticism in the thriving magazine, New Theatre.

The poets, I think, are getting away from the kind of obscurity that marred the work of so many of them. Robert Gessner's Uprising is direct enough, and taken as a whole it gives a sense of the urgency and irresistibility of the revolutionary movement, though taken line by line it is disappointingly diffuse. Louis Schneider's poems in Conrad-Master, on the other hand, are firm and strong, and a second reading finds them more impressive than a first. He has sacrificed none of the originality and profundity that distinguished his earlier work, and he has added to them strength and clarity.

It is impossible, of course, to mention all the poetry, even all the good poetry, that has appeared in the periodicals. I remember particularly Alfred Hayes' Van der Lubbe's Head and his May Day Poem, Alfred Kreyberg's America, America, Stanley Burnshaw's parody of T. S. Eliot, and Kenneth Patchen's poem on Joe Hill.

Two revolutionary poets that seem to me to have developed materially in 1934 are Kenneth Fearing and Edwin Rolfe. The latter's Unit Assignment in The New Republic, is an excellent example of clarity achieved not by oversimplification but by the extension and integration of the poet's experience. It is richly personal and full of sharp poetic perception and at the same time broad in appeal and free from literary echoes.

A definitive list of good short stories is as impossible as a definitive list of good poems. The work of Meridel Le Sueur, Louis Malet, Erskine Caldwell, Alfred Morang, Fred Miller, and William Carlos Williams is particularly memorable, but there are many others whose stories deserve examination. My general criticism of proletarian short story writers is that they limit themselves too persistently to incidents of suffering or frustration. These are well adapted, of course, to the short story form, and there is every reason for portraying the cruelty and barrenness of life under capitalism, but there are other subjects as worthy of attention, and the danger of monotony could easily be avoided.

Two collections of short stories deserve at least a word. James Farrell's Calico Shoes and Other Stories is open to the same general criticism as his Young Manhood of Studs Lonigan, of which I shall speak later. No one, however, can deny the gruesome horror of such stories as The Sacrifice and Just Boys or the pathos of Honey, We'll Be Brave.

Langston Hughes' Not Without Laughter was more disappointing than Calico Shoes because I had expected more. After the militant clarity of some of Hughes' poems, the confusion of most of his stories—his emphasis on situations and events that the revolutionary must regard as only secondary importance—was something of a shock.

Criticism has to be discussed in terms of the revolutionary journals. Week after week The New Masses has reviewed books in all fields written from all points of view. Often the reviews have not been so good as they should be, but, on the whole they have cogently and intelligently applied Marxist principles. The reviews here and in other revolutionary periodicals have made Marxist criticism a force in the literary world. It is worth observing also that the best reviews that have appeared in any non-revolutionary publication in 1934 have been written by a fellow-traveler, Malcolm Cowley.

The revolutionary novels deserve detailed consideration, because they have attracted so much attention, and they lend themselves to it. Here are the novels published in 1934 by avowed revolutionaries or close sympathizers: Patched Earth, by Arnold B. Armstrong; The Shadow Before, by William Rollins, Jr.; The Last Pioneers, by Melvin Levy; The Land of Plenty, by Robert Cantwell; The Great One, by Henry Hart; The Death Ship, by B. Traven; The Young Manhood of Studee Lonigan, by James Farrell; Slow Vision, by Maxwell Bodenheim; A House on a Street, by Dale Curran; The Foundry, by Albert Halper; Those Who Perish, by Edward Dahlberg; The Death and Birth of David Markand, by Waldo Frank; Babouk, by Guy Endore; The Executioner Waits, by Josephine Herbst; and You Can't Sleep Here, by Edward Newhouse.

Some of the novels are revolutionary only in a rather broad sense of the word. T. S. Slesinger recognizes the sterility of bourgeois culture, apparently sympathizes with the revolutionary movement, and has sense enough to prefer real revolutionaries, or doesn't know any well enough to put them in her book, The Unpossessed. She is herself rather too close to the futile chattering about revolution she satirizes, and her New Yorkerish wise-cracking becomes tiresome. Like Albert Halper, when he wrote Union Square, she tries to satirize the neurotic fringe before she has acquired the knowledge of the essential revolutionary movement that would make it possible to see the fringe in true perspective. Yet her talent is unmistakable, and even though her novel is as much a symptom as it is a portrayal of the fringe psychosis, sincerity manifests itself above the wise-cracking. One can hope she will follow the path of Halper.
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James Farrell's position cannot be questioned as Tess Slesinger's can; everyone knows where he stands. But The Young Manhood of Studs Lonigan pretty much disregards the insight Marxism can give into the psychology of the petty bourgeois. Lonigan, a potential gangster, is interpreted chiefly in terms of sex urges and religious influences, which are not to be ignored but, taken by themselves, offer inadequate explanations. Farrell's novel comes to seem a mere transcript of observations, almost without proportion or emphasis. Despite the fact that he has written three novels and a book of short stories, I have a curious sense that Farrell is still in a preparatory stage. He has extraordinary powers of observation and a remarkable memory, but his sense of human values is distorted. That he will develop into a clear and powerful writer I do not doubt, but I sometimes wish he would hurry up.

Guy Endore's Babouk is an historical novel, and the very idea of an historical novel written from a Marxist point of view is exciting. Many scenes in Babouk are memorable, and it is a magnificent indictment of one of the cruellest phases of human exploitation. As in many historical novels, however, the documentation is so profuse in some portions that the story stands still. Moreover, as Eugene Gordon pointed out in his review, Endore, especially in his eloquent and challenging—last chapter, treats the race issue as if it were a simple conflict between black and white.

All three of these novels are important to the revolutionary movement because of their author's varied abilities. Tess Slesinger's wit, James Farrell's precision, Guy Endore's gift for research and for imaginative re-creation of the past—these are qualities that ought to enrich revolutionary literature. At present, however, these writers seem to stand a little apart from the struggle. It is not merely that they deal with marginal themes; they deal with marginal fashions. Greater unity in their work, better proportioning, and a sharper, truer emphasis can come only through deeper understanding, and that is something Communism can give them.

I have said many times that the Marxist critic should not attempt to prescribe the subject-matter of revolutionary novels. It is the author's attitude that counts, not his theme. But I believe that there can be no greater test of an author's powers than an attempt to face the central issues of his time where they are most sharply raised. I want to turn, therefore, from the three marginal novels I have just considered to The Shadow Before, The Land of Plenty, and The Foundry. Merely writing about a factory does not make a good book, but any author who attempts to depict the class struggle in its most acute form deserves respectful consideration.

Both The Shadow Before and The Land of Plenty have been so widely—and so deservedly—praised that I shall take their virtues for granted and speak chiefly of their faults. It was pointed out to me by a labor organizer that The Shadow Before, by transferring details of the Cimmerton strike to a New England setting, portrayed a situation that is true to neither section. This, I am afraid, indicates the great weakness of the book: it is to a certain extent synthetic. I feel, for example, that the neuroticism of Mrs. Thayer and her daughter, though possible enough, is not representative. The book does not give an accurate cross-section of the various classes in a mill town. Rollins did not know enough to do what he so ambitiously attempted. He had to fit together fragments of knowledge. Even the method, which owes a good deal to Dos Passos, does not always have an organic relationship to the material. One can say all this and still grant the effectiveness of the book, which, through the author's accurate insight into certain fundamental issues and his warm sympathy, transcends in general its particular weaknesses, and rises to a stirring and altogether convincing climax.

The first part of Cantwell's Land of Plenty has none of the faults of The Shadow Before, and I rank it as the finest piece of imaginative writing the revolutionary movement in America has produced. The second half, however, is less satisfying, and for reasons akin to those that explain the imperfections of Rollins' novel. Cantwell gave a frank account of his difficulties in a letter to The New Masses last summer: he simply did not know how such a situation as he had portrayed would work itself out in real life, and he deliberately blurred and confused the ending to conceal his ignorance. This is clearly a case in which half a loaf is a great deal better than none, and Cantwell deserves to be praised for what he accomplished, rather than censured for what he failed to do. But both The Land of Plenty and The Shadow Before make it plain that a revolutionary novelist has to have very exact knowledge. Lafcadio Hearn pointed out many years ago that a magnificent novel might be written about Wall Street, but that no novelist ever got a chance to know enough to write it. The labor movement is quite as complicated as Wall Street, and when a first-rate novel, first-rate from start to finish, is written about it, its author will have to be more than an observer of the class struggle.

For that reason Halper may have been very wise in limiting himself as he did in The Foundry. The Foundry is less good than the first half of The Land of Plenty; it depends on the rather heavy-handed amassing of details instead of such shrewd and sound selection as Cantwell practises. Yet Halper—like Dreiser, whom he so strikingly resembles—gets his story. Even a good deal of bad writing, and the choice of details that are merely picturesque, rather than revealing, cannot do more than slightly blur Halper's picture. We see the men and the bosses, and we feel the struggle that goes on between them even in this relatively peaceful shop. It is probably true that a less cautious writer would not have stopped where Halper did, just at the point at which Heitman's predictions of an intensified struggle are coming true, but it was better for Halper to stop there, to recognize his limitations, than to plunge into depths from which he could not extricate himself.

The Novel and the Middle Class

As I have said, no Marxist insists that revolutionary novels must deal with the working class, and yet it is rather striking that the three novels I have been discussing are relatively successful, whereas two novels that deal with the upper middle class are generally unsatisfactory. Melvin Levy's The Last Pioneers somehow goes down in the picturesque details of the careers of the enterprising rascals he portrays. Henry Hart's The Great One is, page by page, a better book, but it is limited in much the same way. His theme is that the life of his hero, Bayard Stuart, a powerful politician modeled after Boise Penrose, is tragic in Stuart's own terms. To maintain this, he must convince us that Stuart really wanted to be a reformer, and he does not succeed in doing so. Stuart, as Edwin Seaver pointed out in his review, is a success according to his own standards, and to show him as anything else one must apply other standards and demonstrate their relevance. Hart does see that Stuart is the victim of forces that are greater than he, but he does not make us believe either that his hero would be conscious of this or that it would seem to him so hearteningly tragic. The portrayal of a member of the ruling class in such a way as both to make him a human being and to show his social role is a problem still to be solved.

More of our novelists have written about the lower middle class than have written of any other group in society. This is natural because it is the class to which most of them belong. Dale Curran's A House on a Street has been unduly neglected. It is an intelligent example of the "conversion" novel, and I am sure that Curran has correctly described the steps by which so many decaying bourgeois have been led to ally themselves with the militant working class. The novel is a model of precision and restraint. Unfortunately, however, it has the voice that often goes with those virtues: it is rather thin and over-intellectualized. The reader rationalistically accepts the development Curran portrays; he is not swept along by it.

Edward Dahlberg has come much closer to making us feel the upheavals that shake the lower middle class in times of crisis. Indeed, my principal criticism of Those Who Perish is that it exaggerates the neuroticism of the petty bourgeoisie. A secondary criticism is that Dahlberg is still guilty, though less often, of the mannerisms that spoiled his earlier
novels for me. I agree with James Farrell that one of the principal duties of the revolutionary writer is to break through bourgeois clichés, the persistence of which inhibit the functioning of a new kind of sensibility, and perhaps it is inevitable that a pioneer in this task should give an impression of artificiality and strain. But I believe that Dahlberg, even now, occasionally makes the mistake of measuring the effectiveness of metaphors by their difference from conventional figures of speech, not by their precision in terms of his sensibility.

Important as the point is, I do not want to dwell on it too much, lest I give a false impression of Those Who Perish. As a matter of fact, the reader is only rarely bothered by inept figures of speech and most of the time is held fast by the devastating accuracy of Dahlberg’s revelation.

But both Dahlberg’s book and Curran’s seem limited in comparison with Josephine Herbst’s The Executioner Waits, the best, I think, of all revolutionary novels dealing with the middle class. The flaws I found in its predecessor, Pity Is Not Enough, do not exist in this book. Those of us who come from the middle class can see ourselves and our fathers and mothers in Miss Herbst’s novel. The people in The Executioner Waits are representative of millions of Americans, and yet they are sharply and unmistakably individuals. They are living human beings, eagerly pursuing their own ends, and yet they are the instruments of great impersonal forces.

The reader never thinks of Miss Herbst as imposing Marxist conceptions on the material of the novel; these conceptions inevitably emerge from the substance of her story. She has almost perfectly integrated her intimate knowledge of the kind of person with whom her life has been spent with the broader insight given by the study of economic change and by familiarity with other classes. Her style, though growing naturally out of the careful commonplaces of the prose of her early work, has become beautifully flexible.

When we are asked what we mean by talking about Marxist novels of the middle class, we can now point to The Executioner Waits.

What Josephine Herbst has succeeded in doing is what Arnold B. Armstrong failed to achieve in Parched Earth. There is a certain disparity between Armstrong’s knowledge of social tendencies and his understanding of human beings, and as a result his novel is at times schematic. This effect is heightened, I am now inclined to think, by his attempt to make his characters symbolic. Fortunately, the symbolism, though it provided hostile critics with a point of attack, is less important than the straightforward portrayal of life in a representative American town, with its workers, its business men, and the boss. Only at the end is the symbolism prominent, and there it is justified by the dramatic impressiveness of the idea of revolution that is portrayed. Aside from the symbolism, however, the novel is marred by the author’s reliance on superficial details for the characterization of minor persons in the story. This weakness is made particularly palpable when Armstrong’s methods are contrasted with Miss Herbst’s complete and unfailing insight into even the least of her characters.

Maxwell Bodenheim’s Slow Vision also suffers from superficiality. There is a mass of details here, but many of these details do not serve to bring us any closer to the hero and heroine. Moreover, the novel is weakened—and this is strange in view of Bodenheim’s long experience as a writer—by a great deal of direct exposition. To some extent these defects are offset by the author’s intimate knowledge of the kind of lives he is describing, and there are many authentic episodes, but on the whole the book is disappointing.

Both Bodenheim and Edward Newhouse have written about the direct effects of the depression, and it seems to me that the younger author has done much the better job. You Can’t Sleep Here is a slimmer book than The Executioner Waits, but it has the same firmness of touch. The hard-boiled journalistic style falters now and then and becomes a mere mannerism, but for the most part it is admirably sustained. And it does what Newhouse wants it to do. He knows how to use understatement, and the last scene, when the dwellers in Hooverville are defending their homes, is, for all its simplicity, shot through with revolutionary implications. Newhouse is completely free from the kind of self-consciousness that so often enters into revolutionary writing. His heroine, as several critics have pointed out, is an idea rather than a person, but his hero is entirely real, and the hero’s development from passive sympathy with the revolutionary cause to active Communism is flawlessly natural.

I have left to the next-to-the-last the most difficult book on the list to talk about, Waldo Frank’s Death and Birth of David Markand. The emphasis Frank places in this book on personal salvation seems to me both historically and psychologically false. That is, I do not believe that such experiences as Markand’s are in any sense representative, nor can I believe that they are necessary either for the individual’s development or for the growth of the revolutionary movement. Yet I regard The Death and Birth of David Markand as an important book, and I think it has been given singularly abysmal treatment by the reviewers in the capitalist press. For one thing, even if what goes on inside Markand’s mind seems unreal, what goes on in the world about him is real enough. I am not impressed by the scenes in which Markand alternately finds and loses his soul, but I am impressed by such scenes as those in the Kansas speakeasy, the offices of the Farmers’ Guild paper, and the Kentucky mining town. And even at its worst, the novel is significant as the expression of Frank’s mind. Wrong-headed as he seems to me to be, I honor him for his persistence and his honesty. The Death and Birth of David Markand is a novel into which a man has, with infinite pains, poured the whole of himself. Novels of that sort are too rare to be ignored.

Frank dedicates the book to “the American worker who will understand.” My pedagogical training makes me wonder if the absence of a comma after “worker” is intentional. I doubt if any American workers will understand the book—or need to for that matter. If Frank is interested in the kind of novel workers do understand and read, I recommend B. Traven’s The Death Ship to him. For a good many reasons American workers have never heard of Traven, but hundreds of thousands of European workers read his novels. For all that he is better known abroad than in this country, he is an American, and I think we should hasten to claim his work as an important addition to our proletarian literature.

Traven is unspoiled; he is a worker first of all and only incidentally a writer. His book does not hew to the Party line, but he knows what the class struggle is because he has fought in it. I hope we are going to have more of his books in this country.

It has been a year of enormous gains. New writers have appeared. Sympathizers have drawn closer to the movement. Acceptable revolutionary writers have surrounded themselves. Despite the dread terrors of the American RAPP (which can be discovered only in certain Times Square imaginations), there is variety here, in theme and method, as well as vitality. Such vitality can be found nowhere else in American literature in 1934. It has not been a good year for the enemies of the revolutionary movement. If the works I have discussed were left out of account, it would prove a singularly empty year for American letters. And novels by Thomas Boyd, Myra Page, James Steele, and Tillie Lerner are already announced for 1935.

Granville Hicks.